Healthcare Enforcement and Licensing Modernization Solution (HELMS)

Optional Vendor Conference
RFI N22787

June 22, 2017 12:30 Pacific Time
Audio (877) 568-4106
Access Code 263-234-437

Visual https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/263234437
Agenda

• Protocol for Conference
• Welcome and Introductions
• RFI Purpose
• RFI Recap
• Q&A
Protocol for Conference

• Please mute your phones until the vendor comment and question period.

• All communications concerning HELMS RFI N22787 and anticipated RFP must be directed only to Stephanie Goebel, the RFI Coordinator and Project Manager.

• Any communication directed to Washington Dept. of Health staff or consultants, other than the RFI Coordinator may result in disqualification.

• Any oral communications by Dept. of Health staff will be considered unofficial and non-binding.

• Official responses to questions will be posted as RFI addenda. Responders should rely only on written statements issued by the RFI Coordinator.
Welcome and Introductions, Dept Health

• Stephanie Goebel, HELMS Project Manager
• Brad Halstead, Manager of Contracts Unit
• Steve Hodgson, Director of Finance and Operations
• Tracy Auldredge, Chief Information Security Officer
• Dan Francis, Enterprise Architect
• Bill Pruett, Manager of Applications Support
• Cole Deming, Manager of Data Services
• Lawrence Anvari, HELMS Business Analyst
• Brent Low, HELMS Business Analyst
• Becky Shultz, HELMS Business Analyst
Welcome and Introductions, Vendors

- Peter Samson, 8folios
- Bryanna Vandenberg, Accela
- Sean Leveque, Adoxio
- Tim Tenpas, Applied IS
- Laura Page, Bluewolf Group
- Melanie Morris, CGI
- Robert West, CGI
- Laura Roth, CGI
- Tony Kokhtani, Certery
- Amanda Finlayson, Conduent
- Brian Seitz, Elyon Strategies
- Megan Wood, Elyon Strategies
- Tanu Verma, Elyon Strategies
- Karen Morphy, Elyon Strategies
- Alex Sum, Fuse IQ
- Will Fairchild, GL Solutions
- Jinnifer Wattum, Maximus
- Awilda Ortiz, Maximus
- Joe Beckerman, Medversant
- Noor Alikhan, Medversant
- Ross Felix, Medversant
- Vivien Ang, Medversant
- Karen Ferris, Paladin Data
- Jeffery Sinofsky, System Automation
- Meredith Ginsbach, Trust Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP)
- David Teater, Trust Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP)
- Nishant Agrawal, Trust Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP)
Purpose of RFI

• Gage vendor interest

• Round out our requirements, using vendor recommendations and suggestions to edit the exhibits provided to reach our complete and final set of requirements.

• To make responding as simple as possible.

• Empower you to share your knowledge and affect the content of our RFP.

_We do not intend for vendors to respond to each of our business requirements... that happens at the time of our planned RFP._
Recap of RFI

• Inform and prepare vendors:
  • We plan to post an RFP 1Q2018.
  • We expect the RFP will require a Prime respondent to respond as lead and that subcontractors will be permissible but not mandatory.
  • Subcontractors may partner with more than one Prime respondent.

• We have asked vendors to:
  • Let us know if we have forgotten any requirements – what should we add to our list? (question 1)
  • Identify any of our requirements that you perceive to be expensive in time or cost. (question 2)
  • Provide recommendations based on your experience and expertise on a number of other considerations. (questions 3-21)
  • Provide an estimate of timeline and cost for a complete solution. (questions 18 and 19)

Responses are due July 31, 2017.
Comments, Questions and Answers

• Q&A will remain open until June 30, 2017.
• Please email your questions to RFI Coordinator, Stephanie Goebel at HELMS@doh.wa.gov.